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Overview

In the post-genomic era, the most prominent biological problems are detecting,
describing and analyzing the informational flows that make a set of molecules a
living organism [5]. Genomic and proteomic techniques, in fact, are producing
the largest set of biological data available ever, but the problem of detecting and
describing how these entities (genes and proteins) interact with each other in the
complex molecular machinery of the cell has just begun being addressed. It is
necessary to find easy, comprehensive, and biological-friendly models to describe
molecules and their interactions.
It is common opinion [5] that an ideal model for biological enquiring has to
satisfy three requirements:
– It must be suitable for describing metabolic networks, in order to create
metabolic databases allowing the user to search for and compare biochemical
pathways in living organisms (like the genomic and proteomic database are
already doing).
– It must be implementable into a simulation machine, in order to realize
dynamic models of metabolic pathway that allow studying possible critical
situations and steady states, and generally predicting that certain conditions
will happen.
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– It must be possible to run dynamic simulations in which to evaluate how
external agents interfere with molecules and processes, in order to infer the
consequences on the metabolic network stability. This kind of applications
is a useful in silico test of possible side effects of a drug.
For these reasons, proper theories and instruments of Formal Methods research community may help in defining formal models and tools (e.g., see [6]),
since they have been used so far to represent different kinds of relationships
and dynamic interactions among objects and processes in distributes systems.
In this paper, we use Multiset Rewriting (MSR) [3, 2, 4, 7], a logic-based formalisms based on term rewriting. MSR offers both a formal language for a precise description of molecular interaction maps, and an execution model allowing
simulation of dynamics of molecular networks with the theoretical possibility of
predicting optimal values for certain parameters used in the system description.
Basic mechanisms in MSR include: (a) a multiset of items or predicates (possibly
with an internal structure), used to describe a system state, which can represent
objects or resources or generic entities; (b) a set of rewriting rules which act on a
state by consuming and producing items. We use stochastic MSR: The rewriting
step is not immediate but has a duration with a certain probability distribution,
usually the exponential one. This duration depends on the state where the rule is
applied, allowing the modeling of reaction inhibitors. Those simple and abstract
mechanisms are expressive enough in describing both the static and the dynamic
aspects of metabolic pathways.
In the field of security protocol analysis, many description languages have
been proposed. Recently, there is a successful research trend that exploits MSR
as a low level language for describing such protocols, and the other formalisms
are compiled into it. Indeed, due to the simplicity and uniformity of the MSR
rewrite mechanism, many researchers feel easier to develop analysis algorithms
for MSR.
In this paper, we show that a well known model of analysis may be encoded
into the MSR, i.e. Stochastic Petri Nets (SPSs) and we argue that it will be
possible to faithfully encode also other specification languages as the stochastic
process algebra [6] into stochastic MSR (similarly to the encoding we proposed
in [1] for security analysis). A benefit is that the intermediate language is itself
a significant one for biologists.
Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs) are a family of distributed calculi, based on
the notions of places, tokens, markings and transitions. The idea is that places
stores resources, i.e. tokens. A marking is an instantaneous picture of the tokens
present in the places. A transition is a relation among set of places to set of
places and describes how markings change during the computation. A link from
a place to the transition itself is equipped with a number which expresses how
many token are necessary from that place to enable the transition. A link from a
transition to a place is equipped with a number that expresses how many token
are produced when the transition is fired. Stochastic Petri Nets have a weight in
the transition that represents the duration of the transition.

An analogy between SPN ’s and MSR may be the following: Places correspond to Predicate names; a token in a place is a predicate of a certain kind in
the multiset and thus a marking is essentially a multiset of atomic predicates.
Transitions are encoded as rewriting rules: A transition that consumes n tokens
from a certain place is is encoded through a rule which requires n instances of
the predicate corresponding to the place in the left hand side; a transition that
produces m tokens in a place corresponds to a rule which requires m predicates
on the right end side. The weight function of the rewriting rule is the same of
the transition, provided the analogy among the marking and the multiset. Thus,
computation graph produced by the MSR from an initial multiset precisely corresponds to the computation graph of the initial marking of the corresponding
Petri net.
Future work. We have mainly three goals:
– We plan to encode other formal computation frameworks, e.g. the calculus
of [6], within MSR, in order to strengthen our claim about the MSR as a
suitable low level language for modeling biological systems;
– We plan also to adapt the rich theory already developed for MSR, which
comprises very useful formal notions like composition, abstraction, equivalence and congruences, to obtain suitable definitions for biological systems;
– We plan to produce an optimized simulation environment based on the input
syntax of SMSR (possibly refined with built-in predicates or constraints) and
map into other specification formalisms.
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